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While women often recall more detailed and socially oriented event memories than men, it is not clear at
which stage of remembering such gender differences emerge. This study investigated this question in a
sample of young adults (N�60). A random sampling method was used where participants received a text
message three times a day during a 1-week period and were asked to record as soon as they read the
message what was happening during the past 30 minutes. At the end of the week they received a surprise
memory test for the events that they had recorded. Compared with men, women recorded a greater
number of event details at the encoding phase and provided more detailed and accurate memories at the
delayed recall, although there was no gender difference in the forgetting function during retention.
Gender difference in the social orientation of memory was not apparent until recall. In addition the
effects of emotion intensity and valence were observed on the detailedness, accuracy, and content of
memory. The findings shed new light on the mechanisms underlying gender differences in episodic
memory.
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Women are typically considered superior remem-

berers to men. Compared with men, women are

able to recall more details from past episodes on a

variety of tasks, no matter whether it concerns

significant life events (Davis, 1999; Pillemer,

Wink, DiDonato, & Sanborn, 2003; Ross &

Holmberg, 1990) or laboratory-based materials
such as words, objects, or faces (for a review, see

Herlitz & Rehnman, 2008; Wang, 2009). The

gender differences in episodic memory favouring

women emerge early in life (Bauer, 2007; Nelson

& Fivush, 2004) and exist across different cultures

(Herlitz & Rehnman, 2008; Mullen, 1994; Wang,

2001, 2009; Wang, Hou, Tang, & Wiprovnick,
2011). Furthermore, women often exhibit a greater

social orientation than men when remembering

life experiences, where they tend to focus more on

social interactions and the roles of significant

others in past events (Merriam & Cross, 1982;

Ross & Holmberg, 1990; Thorne, 1995).
Importantly, most studies examining gender

differences in episodic memory have focused on

long-term memory, where participants are asked

to recall or recognise details of past experiences

or materials presented to them earlier. This raises

an intriguing question: To what extent do gender

differences in episodic memory reflect the advan-

tage women have over men in encoding event

information, retaining information over time, or

accessing information at retrieval? Similarly, are

women more attentive than men to social infor-

mation at the perceptual and encoding stage, or

are they more selective than men in retaining

social information and retrieving such informa-

tion at recall? Answering these questions will

shed important light on an enduring issue in
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memory research concerning whether memory
accessibility is shaped by factors acting at encod-
ing, post-encoding remembering, or re-encoding
(Alba & Hasher, 1983; Bartlett, 1932; Conway,
2005). The present study attempts to address
these questions by examining gender differences
in encoding and recall of everyday personal
events.

A random sampling method was used (Brewer,
1988). Young adult participants received a text
message three times a day for a period of 1 week.
They were asked to write down as soon as they
read the message what had been happening during
the past 30 minutes. At the end of the week they
were asked to recall the events that they had
recorded in a surprise memory test. The immedi-
ate event entry reflects the amount of episodic
detail being encoded, and the delayed recall tests
the effects of retention and retrieval. The consis-
tency between event entry and event recall was
measured to index memory accuracy (Talarico &
Rubin, 2003, 2007). It was expected that, if women
have an advantage over men in encoding informa-
tion, gender differences should be observed at the
encoding stage such that women would record
more episodic details than men. If women have an
advantage over men in retaining information, then
they would exhibit less forgetting between the
times of the experience and recall, and also
retrieve more details and exhibit greater accuracy
at the delayed recall. Still, if women have an
advantage over men in accessing information they
would retrieve more detailed and accurate mem-
ories at the delayed recall independent of the
amount of information they initially encoded.
Similarly, pertaining to social orientation of
remembering, gender differences would be ex-
pected at the initial event recoding, in the change
of memory social orientation overtime, and at
recall, following the encoding, retention, and
retrieval hypotheses, respectively.

Furthermore, prior research has shown that
women, more frequently than men, remember
past events with vivid emotions (Davis, 1999). The
present study thus included measures of emotion
intensity and valence as covariates. Participants
were asked to indicate on a 7-point scale how
pleasant or unpleasant they felt during the past 30
minutes of their recorded events. Notably, the
effects of emotion intensity and valence on
episodic memory are of interest in and of
themselves. Given that emotion activation di-
rectly facilitates memory formation by triggering
special consolidation mechanisms (Christianson

& Safer, 1996; McGaugh, 2003), event informa-

tion experienced with more intense emotions

would be better remembered in amount and

accuracy at recall. This emotion facilitating effect

might not be apparent at the event-recording

phase given the prolonged process of memory

consolidation (McGaugh, 2003; Sharot & Phelps,

2004). In addition, research has often suggested

an advantage of negative emotion over

positive emotion in enhancing episodic memory

(Christianson & Safer, 1996; LaBar & Cabeza,

2006; B. Wang & Fu, 2011). Negative event

information was therefore expected to be better

remembered at recall than positive information.

The relations between emotion intensity and

valence and memory social orientation were less

clear due to the lack of prior data. It is possible

that because one of the prioritised self-goals of

young adults is to develop and maintain social

connections (Unemori, Omoregie, & Markus,

2004), the participants would be more motivated

to remember positive and emotionally salient

social information and thus have better recall of

such information.

METHOD

Participants

A total of 60 undergraduate students (n�30

female) at Cornell University participated in the

study. The sample was culturally diverse, with half

of the participants self-identified as Caucasian

(n�30).1 The average age was 20.82 years (SD�
1.18 years). Participants were recruited in various

humanity and social science classes and each

received $30 for their participation. At the

completion of the study, participants entered a

lottery to win a ‘‘dinner for two’’ (a value of

$100).

1 The rest of the participants were from a variety of Asian

cultural backgrounds and moved to the US at different ages

ranging from 0 to 18 years. Preliminary analyses of Caucasian-

Asian contrast did not yield significant results, possibly due to

the diverse sample. Culture is therefore not considered further

in the analysis. Nevertheless, correlational analyses showed

that, among Asians, those who moved to the US at an earlier

age and were thus likely more Americanised encoded (r�
�.33) and recalled (r��.25) more details than those who

moved at an older age. This is consistent with previous

findings of cultural influences on autobiographical memory

(Wang & Ross, 2007).
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Procedure

A random sampling method was used for the

event recording (Brewer, 1988). Participants were

told that this study concerned college students’

everyday experiences. In the week before the

study they came to the laboratory to fill out a

demographic information form and pick up a

package containing a written instruction and

seven booklets of answer sheets (one for each

day). The instruction explained that in the follow-

ing week, starting from Monday and ending on

Sunday, a text message ‘‘What’s going on?’’ would

be sent to them three times a day during off-class

hours. As soon as they received the message they

should write down in as detail as possible on an

answer sheet what had been happening in the past

30 minutes. Participants were asked to give a

distinct title to the event that just happened, with

a short phrase (e.g., ‘‘met Jane for lunch at

Appel’’), so that the event could be distinguished

from other events taking place over the week. In

addition they were asked to answer the question

of how they had been feeling during the past 30

minutes by indicating on a 7-point scale from

‘‘very unpleasant’’ to ‘‘very pleasant.’’2 Partici-

pants were further instructed not to review the

answer sheets once they were done. To ensure the

daily record, participants turned in the finished

answer sheets on the following day.
After the completion of the 7-day event

recording, an appointment was made for each

participant to come to the laboratory during the

following week to answer some additional ques-

tions and to pick up the payment and lottery

ticket. When participants came to the laboratory

they received a surprise memory test. A cued-

recall technique was used. Participants were given

the date and title of each event from their event

recordings of the previous week, and were asked

to recall as much detail as they could about the

event. No time restriction was placed. The cued-

recall task facilitates recall and helps to minimise

possible fatigue effects.

Coding

Coding was performed using proposition, defined
as a subject-verb construction, as the information
unit (Fivush, Haden, & Adam, 1995; Wang, Shao,
& Li, 2010). Each unique or implied verb in an
independent clause forms a new propositional
unit (e.g., ‘‘I went to the library and ran into Jane’’
contains two propositions). The total number of
propositions was tallied for each event recording
and event recall, to index the number of details at
encoding and retrieval, respectively. Furthermore,
the recall data were coded for consistency and
inconsistency with the original event recording,
following the method used by Talarico and Rubin
(2003, 2007). Any information elements (i.e., any
nouns, verb phrases, or unique modifiers) that had
been initially recorded were considered consis-
tent. In general, elements were marked consistent
if participants used the same or similar words to
refer to the same real-world entity; for example,
recording playing game with ‘‘roommate’’ initially
and recalling playing game with ‘‘John’’ later.
Elements that were directly contradictory or that
could not describe the same real-world entity
were coded as inconsistent; for example, record-
ing playing game with ‘‘Mark’’ initially and
‘‘John’’ later. In addition, commission was coded
when participants reported information that was
not initially recorded, which often concerned
evaluations of the original events (e.g., ‘‘It was
stressful’’).

The content of event recording and recall was
then coded following previous studies (Wang,
2004; Wang et al., 2010). Propositions concerning
participants’ own emotions, actions, thoughts,
preferences, and agency in their event descrip-
tions were coded as personal (e.g., ‘‘I went over
my stats homework.’’). Propositions referring to
social interactions, group activities, and the roles
of others were coded as social (e.g., ‘‘Me and my
roommate were watching a TV show online.’’).
The two codes were exclusive but not exhaustive.
A ‘‘social-to-personal’’ ratio was then calculated
for each event recoding and recall to index social

orientation while controlling for the influence of
length of event descriptions. A constant ‘‘1’’ was
added to the denominator because some partici-
pants did not describe any personal content.

Two trained research assistants, both blind to
the hypotheses, first coded 20% of the data for
reliability check. The product�moment correla-
tion coefficient (r) was used to index inter-coder

2 To control for any possible effect of language, participants

were also asked to indicate the language they spoke mostly

during the past 30 minutes. Participants reported speaking

English during 98% of the recorded events. Language was

therefore not considered further. At the last visit participants

completed two additional questionnaires that addressed sepa-

rate research questions. The data are not included here.
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reliability (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991). All r

coefficients were within the acceptable to excel-

lent range: .98�.99 for details, .98 for consistency,

.91 for inconsistency, .76 for commission, and

.95�.98 for personal and social details. The lower r

for commission was due to the very low frequency

of this variable. One assistant then coded the rest

of the data.

RESULTS

A total of 1200 event recordings were collected

out of the 1260 possible events. The missing

events (16 events by 9 women; 44 events by 18

men) were distributed across the seven days

(from Monday through Sunday: 7, 4, 10, 5, 11,

15, 8). The mean number of details across the

entire sample was 3.99 (SD�3.31) at encoding

and 2.71 (SD�1.64) at recall. The mean social

orientation score was .62 (SD�1.02) at encoding

and .58 (SD�.92) at recall. The participants’

ratings of their emotions on the 7-point scale

from ‘‘very unpleasant’’ to ‘‘very pleasant’’ were

converted into a measure of intensity from 0

(neutral) to 3 (very intense) and a measure of

valence from �1 (negative) to �1 (positive). On

average, the recorded events were of medium

intensity (M�1.39, SD�.97) and positivity (M�
.49, SD�.75). There was no gender difference in

either intensity or valence ratings.
Preliminary analyses showed that the pattern

of data was consistent across the 7 days of event-

recording. The date of recording was therefore

not considered further in final analyses. Mixed

model analyses were conducted using SAS PROC

MIXED program (Singer, 1998), with gender as a

between-participant factor, participant as a ran-

dom factor, and emotion intensity and valence as

covariates. The interactions of Gender�Intensity

and Gender�Valance were first tested to exam-

ine the moderating effect of gender. None

reached significance. The interaction terms were

thus not included in the final models. The squared

semipartial correlation (DR2) was used as the

effect size index as appropriate for the analyses. It

is the portion of the variance in the criterion

explained by a predictor (Cohen, 1992). The

effects of gender in the current study ranged

between small and medium sizes, comparable

to prior findings (Herlitz & Rehnman, 2008;

Pillemer et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2011).

Event details at encoding and retrieval

A mixed model analysis of the number of

details at encoding, with gender as a between-

participant factor, participant as a random factor,

and emotion intensity and valence as covariates

revealed a main effect of gender, F(1, 58)�4.78,

p�.03, DR2�.06, whereby women provided

more details than men. A same mixed model

analysis of the number of details at retrieval again

yielded a main effect of gender, F(1, 58)�5.44,

p�.02, DR2�.07, whereby women reported more

details than men. The gender difference at recall

remained significant even after controlling for the

number of details at encoding, F(1, 58)�4.78,

p�.03, DR2�.06 (see Figure 1).
Trend analyses were further conducted to

examine the forgetting function in the two gender

groups from encoding phase to retrieval phase.

Although women reported a greater number of

details than men at both phases, the analyses

revealed similar linear forgetting functions in

the two groups, t(58)��3.01, p�.004, r2�.14,

b��1.53 for women, t(58)��2.85, p�.006,

r2�.12, b��1.02 for men. A 2 Gender�2 Test

phase mixed-model analysis showed no significant

Gender�Test phase interaction (FB1), suggest-

ing that the forgetting function did not differ

between the two groups.
Effects of emotion emerged in the analysis of

the number of details at retrieval, whereby

experiences associated with more intense emo-

tions were reported in greater detail, F(1, 1124)�
4.07, p�.04, DR2�.004, and negative experiences

were reported in greater detail than positive

experiences, F(1, 1124)�5.97, p�.01, DR2�.004.

Figure 1. Mean number of event details at encoding and

retrieval as a function of gender averaged across the 7 days.

Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean.
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Consistency between encoding and
retrieval

A mixed-model analysis of consistency scores,
with gender as a between-participant factor,
participant as a random factor, and emotion
intensity and valence as covariates, showed a
significant gender effect, F(1, 58)�11.47, p�
.001, DR2�.16, whereby women (M�2.92,
SD�1.63) exhibited greater consistency than
men (M�2.18, SD�1.27) between the encoding
and retrieval phases. The gender difference in
consistency remained significant after controlling
for the number of details at encoding, F(1, 58)�
10.59, p�.002, DR2�.15. In contrast, mixed-
model analyses showed that inconsistency scores
did not differ between women (M�.34, SD�.77)
and men (M�.26, SD�.68), and that there was no
difference between women (M�.16, SD�.51) and
men (M�.23, SD�.56) in reporting commission
details.

An effect of intensity emerged in the analysis
of consistency, F(1, 1127)�5.34, p�.02, DR2�
.005, whereby events experienced with more
intense emotions had higher consistency scores.
In addition, there was an effect of valence in the
analysis of commission, F(1, 1127)�5.27, p�.02,
DR2�.001, whereby negative events were re-
ported with more commission details than posi-
tive events.

Social orientation at encoding and
retrieval

A mixed-model analysis of social orientation at
encoding, with gender as a between-participant
factor, participant as a random factor, and emo-
tion intensity and valence as covariates showed
that there was no gender difference at encoding.
A same mixed-model analysis of social orienta-
tion at recall showed women scored higher than
men, F(1, 58)�4.09, p�.05, DR2�.07 (see
Figure 2). The gender difference in social orienta-
tion at recall remained significant after control-
ling for social orientation at encoding, F(1, 58)�
7.10, p�.01, DR2�.14.

Trend analyses were further conducted to
examine the change of social orientation from
encoding to retrieval, which showed an increase
of social orientation over time for women, t(58)�
.90, p�.37, r2�.01, b�.08, and a decrease for
man, t(58)��1.56, p�.12, r2�.04, b��.16,

although the changes were only in trend and

non-significant. This was confirmed by a 2 Gen-

der�2 Test phase mixed model analysis that

revealed a marginally significant Gender�Test

phase interaction, F(1, 114)�3.49, p�.06, DR2�
.02. While social orientation increased from en-

coding to retrieval for women (LSM difference�
.08), it decreased from encoding to retrieval for

men (LSM difference��.16). However, the

changes were not significant (post-hoc Tukey

HSD test, pB.05).
Pertaining to emotion effects, experiences

associated with more intense emotions were

reported in greater social orientation at both

encoding, F(1, 1135)�5.92, p�.02, DR2�.007,

Figure 2. Mean social orientation score at encoding and

retrieval as a function of gender averaged across the 7 days.

Error bars indicate standard errors of the mean.

TABLE 1

Summary of effects at encoding and retrieval phases

Gender Intensity Valence

Phase/variable

(female vs

male) (high�low)

(positive�
negative)

Encoding

Details f � m

Soc. Ori. h �l p � n

Retrieval

Details f � m h �l n � p

Soc. Ori. f � m h �l p � n

From Encoding to Retrieval

Details f n; m n
Soc. Ori. f O ; m n
Consistency f � m h �l

Inconsistency

Commission n � p

Soc. Ori.�Social Orientation. O�increased; n�
decreased; the changes in social orientation from encoding to

retrieval were only in trend and non-significant.
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and retrieval phases, F(1, 1124)�5.60, p�.02,
DR2�.006. Positive experiences were reported
in greater social orientation at both encoding,
F(1, 1135)�4.17, p�.04, DR2�.001, and retrieval
phases, F(1, 1124)�9.17, p�.003, DR2�.005.
Table 1 summarises the effects of gender and
emotion.

DISCUSSION

This study examined gender effects on the differ-
ent stages of remembering everyday events. It
yielded important and original findings that shed
new light on the mechanisms underlying the
general advantage women have over men in
episodic memory (Herlitz & Rehnman, 2008;
Nelson & Fivush, 2004; Pillemer et al, 2003;
Ross & Holmberg, 1990) as well as the greater
social orientation women exhibit than men when
remembering life experiences (Merriam & Cross,
1982; Ross & Holmberg, 1990; Thorne, 1995).

Consistent with the encoding hypothesis, wo-
men recorded a greater number of details than
men at the encoding stage. And consistent with
the retrieval hypothesis, women reported a
greater number of details and exhibited greater
accuracy than men at the delayed recall, indepen-
dent of the amount of information initially
recorded. On the other hand, women and men
exhibited similar forgetting functions between the
encoding and retrieval phases, suggesting that
women do not necessarily have an advantage
over men in retaining information over time. It
appears that, compared with men, women may
attend to and encode more information during
ongoing events or shortly after, retain the infor-
mation following general forgetting mechanisms,
and then show greater accessibility to the event
information at recall.

This pattern of gender differences in episodic
memory may result from the interaction between
general cognitive styles and socialisation pertain-
ing to gender. Research has shown that women
consistently outperform men in episodic tasks
that require verbal processing, of which women
tend to have an advantage; and the gender
difference becomes diminished or even reversed
in tasks that require visuospatial processing, of
which men tend to have an advantage (for a
review, see Herlitz & Rehnman, 2008). Remem-
bering autobiographical experiences critically in-
volves verbal processing and narrative and is
therefore to the advantage of women (Bauer,

2007; Nelson & Fivush, 2004; Rubin, 2005).
Associated with the different cognitive styles
between genders, socialisation practices, particu-
larly family conversations about the past, may
initiate, reflect, and further reinforce the gender
differences in remembering everyday autobiogra-
phical events. From as early as the preschool age
parents often try to elicit greater interest in girls
in talking about the past, and share memories in
more richly detailed and elaborate ways with girls
than with boys (Bauer, 2007; Fivush, 1998). As a
result, girls and women may become more inter-
ested in and attentive to their life experiences as
the events unfold and are better at utilising verbal
or narrative cues for memory search at recall,
when compared with boys and men.

Notably, given their cognitive style of verbal
processing as well as the corresponding narrative
practices in memory socialisation, women should
be better than men at representing and organising
event information in narrative forms, which then
facilitates retention of such information over time
(Bauer, 2007; Nelson & Fivush, 2004; Rubin,
2005). However, women in this study exhibited
a similar forgetting function to men. Although
this finding may suggest that verbal processing
favouring women is particularly effective at the
encoding and retrieval stages of remembering, it
might also result from the fact that memory
retention was examined following only a 1-week
interval. Gender-related cognitive, linguistic, and
social factors that influence memory retention
might not take effect until longer delays. Indeed,
memory sharing has been shown to continue
shaping memory months or even years after the
events took place (Nelson & Fivush, 2004).
Future research with memory tests at extended
retention intervals and longitudinal designs will
help to further test the retention hypothesis.

One alternative interpretation of the finding
that women reported more event details than men
is that women might have simply talked (written,
elaborated) more than men had. It is an age-old
challenge in studying autobiographical memory to
delineate memory recall and narrative style.
Notably, although women are generally assumed
to be more talkative than men, this widespread
stereotype is not supported by empirical evidence.
A recent study by Mehl and colleagues found that
women and men engage in natural conversations
with similar word productions on a daily basis
(Mehl, Vazire, Ramı́rez-Esparza, Slatcher, &
Pennebaker, 2007). Meta-analyses have further
shown that, contrary to the stereotype, men in
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fact are slightly more talkative than women
(Leaper & Ayres, 2007). Furthermore, laboratory
studies of episodic memory that do not require
narrative report have shown that women accu-
rately recall or recognise a greater number of
previously studied items than men (Herlitz &
Rehnman, 2008). Pillemer and colleagues (2003)
also observed that women did not talk more than
men during memory interviews; but they recalled
more specific episodes than men.

Moreover, women in the present study re-
ported more accurate details than men indepen-
dent of the amount of initial event recording.
Note that women scored higher than men only on
consistency, but not on inconsistency or commis-
sion. If women simply elaborated more than men
did when asked to recall the events, then pre-
sumably they should report both more consistent
and inconsistent details and add more informa-
tion that was not initially recorded. Taken to-
gether, gender differences in remembering
personal events cannot be attributed merely to
variations in narrative style. Nevertheless, as long
as memory recall is measured by narrative report
the question of the extent to which memory
narratives reflect underlying memory representa-
tions remains. New methodology should be
developed in future studies to delineate autobio-
graphical memory and narrative style in order to
further our understanding of individual and group
differences in autobiographical remembering.

Interestingly, a different pattern of gender
differences emerged pertaining to social orienta-
tion of remembering. Compared with men,
women did not initially record the event informa-
tion with greater social orientation, which rules
out the encoding hypotheses. However, women
exhibited increasing social orientation over time,
whereas men showed decreased social orientation
over time. Although the changes were only in
trend and not significant, they nonetheless pro-
vide support to the retention hypothesis. Further-
more, women reported the experiences with
greater social orientation than men at recall,
independent of the social orientation of informa-
tion initially encoded, which supports the retrie-
val hypothesis. This pattern of results is in line
with the notion that memory is constructed and
reconstructed through one’s self-goals, beliefs,
concerns, and cultural schemas (Bartlett, 1932;
Conway, 2005; Wang & Ross, 2007). Although
women and men may attend to and encode social
relative to personal information in similar
ways, the content of their memories becomes

increasingly reflective of gendered ideologies
and practices that emphasise relatedness and
care to women and autonomy and agency to
men (Buckner & Fivush, 2000; Cross & Madson,
1997; Gilligan, 1992). Such gender differentiation
in the content focus of event information appears
to take place within a short period following the
initial encoding (i.e., 1 week in the current study)
and may become further enlarged over time.
Notably, there are gender differences in general
language use such that women refer more to
social processes whereas men describe more
impersonal topics (Newman, Groom, Handelman,
& Pennebaker, 2008). Nevertheless, the gender
difference in social orientation in the current
study was only evident at the retrieval phase but
not the encoding phase. This suggests that women
do not simply choose to report more social
information than men across the board; rather,
the information appears to be reconstructed
overtime in a gendered fashion.

Findings pertaining to emotion intensity and
valence are consistent with the hypotheses. Event
information experienced with more intense emo-
tions was remembered in greater detail and
accuracy at recall, which supports the theoretical
notion as well as empirical findings concerning
the facilitative effect of emotion activation on
memory formation (Christianson & Safer, 1996;
McGaugh, 2003; Sharot & Phelps, 2004). Further-
more, negative event information was remem-
bered in greater detail than positive information.
This is consistent with previous findings
(Christianson & Safer, 1996; LaBar & Cabeza,
2006; B. Wang & Fu, 2011), and may reflect an
evolutionary advantage in remembering negative
information for avoiding danger and informing
current and future behaviour (Payne, Stickgold,
Swanberg, & Kensinger, 2008). Interestingly,
negative events contained more commission de-
tails than positive events at recall. Commission
details, while infrequent, mostly concerned parti-
cipants’ evaluations of the recorded events. This
finding is in line with previous studies showing
that negative events often entail greater meaning-
making than positive events (Bauer, 2007; Reese,
Bird, & Tripp, 2007).

In addition, emotionally intense and positive
event information was associated with a greater
social orientation at both encoding and retrieval.
Given that social relatedness is a prioritised
self-goal during late adolescence and emerging
adulthood (Unemori et al., 2004), young adults
may be particularly attentive to positive social
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information, especially that of emotional salience
and thus personal importance. Such information
then receives privileged encoding and remains
highly accessible at recall. In line with this analysis
Wang (2001) found that young adults who ex-
hibited more salient relational self-goals recalled
memories with a greater social orientation, com-
pared with those with more salient autonomous
self-goals. It would be informative to examine in
future studies the interaction between self-goals
and emotion in autobiographical remembering.

In summary, the advantage of women over men
in remembering everyday episodic events may be
specific to particular stages of remembering, such
that women may exhibit more advanced encoding
and retrieval while sharing a similar forgetting
function with men. The content of event informa-
tion appears to be a result of memory reconstruc-
tion that increasingly reflects gendered ideologies
over time. These findings, while preliminary, are
provocative and should motivate further research.
For example, future studies might utilise staged
events to allow better control of the to-be-remem-
bered material and better measure of memory
accuracy. Recognition might be tested in addition
to recall. Studies should also look at possible
gender differences in memory rehearsal or sharing
in the course of the intervening time between
encoding and retrieval. Such studies will further
our understanding of the mechanisms underlying
gender differences in episodic memory.
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